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X → � dianzi shang , the mat �
X → � gou , the dog �
X → �X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 �
S → �X0 , X0 �

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X → � mao , a cat �

X → �X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 �

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-

scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-

based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)

and verb phrase (VP).
2

The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to

English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and

X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is

very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-

terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same

as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is

defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above

two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure

1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good

English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able

to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language

input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely

than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural

one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language

model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram

model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2
To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.

3
More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X → � mao , a cat �

X → �X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 �

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-

scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-

based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)

and verb phrase (VP).
2

The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to

English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and

X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is

very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-

terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same

as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is

defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above

two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure

1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good

English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able

to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language

input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely

than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural

one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language

model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram

model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2
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(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
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In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-

scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-

based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)

and verb phrase (VP).
2

The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to

English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and

X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is

very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-

terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same

as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is

defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above

two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure

1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good

English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able

to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language

input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely

than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural

one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language

model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram

model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2
To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.
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More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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X → � gou , the dog �
X → �X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 �
S → �X0 , X0 �

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X → � mao , a cat �

X → �X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 �

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-

scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-

based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)

and verb phrase (VP).
2

The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to

English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and

X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is

very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-

terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same

as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is

defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above

two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure

1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good

English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able

to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language

input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely

than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural

one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language

model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram

model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2
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(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.
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With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we
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1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X → � mao , a cat �

X → �X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 �

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-

scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-

based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)

and verb phrase (VP).
2

The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to

English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and

X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is

very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-

terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same

as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is

defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above

two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure

1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good

English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able

to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language

input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely

than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural

one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language

model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram

model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2
To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.

3
More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,
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X → � dianzi shang , the mat �
X → � gou , the dog �
X → �X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 �
S → �X0 , X0 �

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
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model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.
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With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight
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X → � gou , the dog �
X → �X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 �
S → �X0 , X0 �

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X → � mao , a cat �

X → �X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 �

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-

scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-

based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)

and verb phrase (VP).
2

The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to

English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and

X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is

very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-

terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same

as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is

defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above

two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure

1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good

English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able

to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language

input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely

than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural

one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language

model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram

model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2
To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.
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More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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mao a cat

X → � dianzi shang , the mat �
X → � gou , the dog �
X → �X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 �
S → �X0 , X0 �

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X → � mao , a cat �

X → �X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 �

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-

scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-

based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)

and verb phrase (VP).
2

The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to

English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and

X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is

very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-

terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same

as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is

defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above

two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure

1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good

English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able

to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language

input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely

than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural

one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language

model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram

model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2
To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.

3
More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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dianzi  shang de on the  mat

X → � dianzi shang , the mat �
X → � gou , the dog �
X → �X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 �
S → �X0 , X0 �

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
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based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)
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The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to

English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and

X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is

very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-

terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same

as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is

defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above

two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure

1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good

English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able

to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language

input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely

than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural

one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language

model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram

model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight
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As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
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In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
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terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same

as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is

defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above

two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure

1.2(d) is one.
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The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good

English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able

to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language

input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely

than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural

one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language

model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram

model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-

grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual

English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram

is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.
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English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
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X → � dianzi shang , the mat �
X → � gou , the dog �
X → �X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 �
S → �X0 , X0 �

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language model, which is trained on
the monolingual English data.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models

With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each of them?
Intuitively, we can assign a weight to each model, and trust the model proportionally to its
weight. These weights are usually found through a discriminative training algorithms (e.g.,
Och, 2003).

1.1.4 Decoding for Test Data

With the bilingual and monolingual training data, we have trained a SMT system (by
following the pipeline in Figure 1.1), which has translation and language models, and the
relative weights among the models. Now, we can generate translation outputs for unseen
test data by using the trained SMT system. For example, we may generate a translation “the
dog on the mat” for “�����”, assuming that the translation grammar also contains
a rule “X → ��, the dog �” that is extracted from other training examples.

X → � dianzi shang , the mat �
X → � gou , the dog �
X → �gou, the dog �
X → �X1 de X2 , X2 on X1 �

(a) Hiero rules in the grammar

(b) bi-text after word alignment

Figure 1.3: Steps in extraction a grammar extraction from the bi-text that contains only
one sentence pair. For the Chinese side of the bi-text, we show both the Chinese characters
and its PingYin (for the convenience of non-Chinese speaker). We show only the PingYin
in the rules in Table (d).
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(a) Hiero rules in the grammar

(b) bi-text after word alignment

Figure 1.3: Steps in extraction a grammar extraction from the bi-text that contains only
one sentence pair. For the Chinese side of the bi-text, we show both the Chinese characters
and its PingYin (for the convenience of non-Chinese speaker). We show only the PingYin
in the rules in Table (d).
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Decoding a Test Sentence

Translation is easy?

X → � dianzi shang , the mat �
X → � gou , the dog �
X → �X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 �
S → �X0 , X0 �

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de

gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in

translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the

edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we

translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the

context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)

may contain two rules as follows,

X → � bank , he an �

X → � bank , yin hang �
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which

have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which

means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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Why Hypergraphs?

• Contains a much larger hypothesis space 
than a k-best list 

• General compact data structure

• special cases include

• finite state machine (e.g., lattice),

• and/or graph 

• packed forest

• can be used for speech, parsing, 
tree-based MT systems, and many more
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Inference, Training and Decoding on Hypergraphs

• Atomic Inference
• finding one-best derivations

• finding k-best derivations

• computing expectations (e.g., of features)

Graph Topological
Best-first

no heuristic with heuristic with hierarchy

FSA Viterbi Dijkstra A
∗

HA
∗

Hypergraph CYK Knuth Klein and Manning Generalized A∗

Table 2.2: Algorithms for extracting one-best from an FSA or hypergraph

The above problem is the same as the lightest derivation problem defined by Knuth

(1977) for a hypergraph. It is also equivalent to the shortest-path problem for an FSA (Di-

jkstra, 1959). Table 2.2 shows the classical algorithms that solve this problem. In general,

the algorithms can be classified by whether the search follows a certain topological order

or best-first. The well-known Viterbi (Viterbi, 1967) algorithm for an FSA and the Cocke-

Younger-Kasami (CYK) algorithm (alternatively called CKY) for a hypergraph search the

graph in a topological order.
1

In the best-first search category, we can further classify the

algorithms by whether heuristic functions are used for estimating the cost from the current

node to the goal node. The algorithms described by Dijkstra (1959) and Knuth (1977) are

the classical ones without using a heuristic function, that is, they assume the cost from the

current node to the goal node is always equal to zero. The well-known A* algorithm (Hart

and Raphael, 1968) and its variant for a hypergraph (Klein and Manning, 2003) follow the

latter category. The A
∗

algorithm can be extended to a hierarchical version where mul-

tiple layers of heuristics are organized in a hierarchial manner. This is called hierarchial

A
∗

(HA
∗
) (Holte, Perez, Zimmer, and Macdonald, 1996) or generalized A

∗
for a hyper-

graph (Felzenszwalb and McAllester, 2007). All these algorithms are forward-chaining

(meaning the search is from the ground truths to the goal node), but it is also possible to

do backward-chaining (meaning the search starts from the goal node and then recursively

derives its support) or a combination.

One-best Oracle Translation/Tree

While a hypergraph represents a very large set of translations, it is quite possible that

the reference translation is not contained in the hypergraph, due to pruning or inherent

deficiency of the translation model. In this case, we want to find the translation in the

hypergraph that is most similar to the reference translation, with similarity computed by

some metric such as BLEU (e.g., Papineni et al., 2001). Such maximally similar translation

will be called oracle translation, and the process of extracting it oracle extraction. In

practice, we first extract an oracle tree, and then read its target-language yield as the oracle

1
Note that the CYK algorithm is also responsible for constructing the hypergraph itself.
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• Training
• Perceptron, conditional random field (CRF), minimum 

error rate training (MERT), minimum risk, and MIRA

• Decoding
• Viterbi decoding, maximum a posterior (MAP) decoding, and 

minimum Bayes risk (MBR) decoding
23



Outline
• Hypergraph as Hypothesis Space

• Unsupervised Discriminative Training

‣ minimum imputed risk

‣ contrastive language model estimation

• Variational Decoding

• First- and Second-order Expectation Semirings
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Training Setup
• Each training example consists of

• a foreign sentence (from which a hypergraph is generated 
to represent many possible translations)

• a reference translation

x: dianzi  shang de mao

y: a  cat  on  the  mat

• Training

• adjust the parameters Θ so that the reference 
translation is preferred by the model
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X 3,4

(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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Supervised: Minimum Empirical Risk
• Minimum Empirical Risk Training

The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ
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x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N
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i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
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1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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of nature.
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To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged
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where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
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4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the
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decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states
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3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not
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pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
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In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ
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x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.
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ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.
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ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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: reverse model

In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not
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be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to
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Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.
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tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
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1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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: reverse model

In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not
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pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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: reverse model

In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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Round trip translation

The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not
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pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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: reverse model

In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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The goal of discriminative training is to minimize the expected loss of this function, as

defined by a given task-specific loss function L(y, ỹ) that measures how bad it would be to

output y when the correct output is ỹ. (For example, for an MT system that will be judged

by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001), the loss might be a negated BLEU score.) To be

precise, we hope to find θ with low Bayes risk, that is,
1

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p(x, y)L(δθ(x), y) (4.1)

where p(x, y) is the true distribution over (input,output) pairs.
2

Of course p(x, y) is not known. In practice, one typically does empirical risk mini-

mization. This means replacing p(x, y) above with the empirical distribution p̃(x, y) given

by the supervised training set. Therefore,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

x,y

p̃(x, y)L(δθ(x), y)

= arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

L(δθ(xi), ỹi) (4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ] indexes the supervised training examples (xi, ỹi). The optimal θ∗ can be

obtained using numerical methods.
3

4.2 Discriminative Training with Missing Input

4.2.1 Minimum Imputed-Risk
We now turn to the question of how to make use of unsupervised data—specifically,

training examples i for which we know only ỹi but not xi. For such i, we cannot compute

the summand L(δθ(xi), ỹi) in (4.2). Instead we propose to replace L(δθ(xi), ỹi) with the

expectation �
�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

�
(4.3)

1
One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training described in Section 2.6.5 on page 34. In

both cases, the term risk means expected loss, but the expectation is taken under different distributions.
2
In the terminology of statistical decision theory, p(x, y) is a distribution over states of nature. We seek a

decision rule δθ(x) that will incur low expected loss on observations x that are generated from unseen states

of nature.
3
To compensate for the shortcut of using the unsmoothed empirical distribution rather than a posterior

estimate of p(x, y) (Minka, 2000), it is common to add a regularization term ||θ||22 in the objective of (4.2).

The added regularization term can prevent overfitting to a training set that is not large enough to learn all

parameters. A recent alternative regularizes θ more indirectly, by minimizing the empirical risk subject to

constraints that ensure that δθ not only outputs low-loss translations on the training set, but internally prefers

them to high-loss translations by a comfortable margin (Taskar et al., 2005; Crammer et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our
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pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Our goal is to train a good forward system

In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 31. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.
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reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.
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and       are parameterized and trained separately

In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 31. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 31. Note that in practice,
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Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1
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x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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and       are parameterized and trained separately

In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 31. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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Approximating

(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our
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Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.
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(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).
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often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our
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Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N
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x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1
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x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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The Forward System

Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using
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Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.

54• Deterministic Decoding
• use one-best translation

• Randomized Decoding
• use a distribution of translations

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training
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the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
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Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.
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an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
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recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)
�

y

pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

= argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.9)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-
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reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1
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�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)
�

y

pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

= argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.9)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)
�

y

pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

= argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.9)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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• Randomized Decoding
• use a distribution of translations
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tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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(see Section 2.5.1 on page 29 for more details). If this δθ(x) function is used together with a
loss function L(δθ(xi), ỹi) that is negated BLEU score, our minimum imputed-risk objective
of (4.4) is equivalent to MERT (Och, 2003) on the (weighted) imputed training data.8

However, this would not yield a differentiable objective function. Infinitesimal changes
to θ could result in discrete changes to the winning output string δθ(x), and hence to the
loss L(δθ(x), ỹi). Och (2003) developed a specialized line search to solve the optimization
problem. This is not scalable when the model has a large number of parameters.

Randomized Decoding

Instead of using the arg max of (4.6), we assume during training that δθ(x) is itself a
random quantity: the system randomly outputs a translation, choosing y with probability
pθ(y | x). As a result, we will modify our objective function to take yet another expectation
over an unknown quantity, replacing L(δθ(x), ỹi) in (4.4) with

�

y

pθ(y | x) L(y, ỹi) (4.7)

Now, our final minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) becomes,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)
�

y

pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.8)

= argmin
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x,y

pφ(x | ỹi)pθ(y | x)L(y, ỹi) (4.9)

If the loss function L(y, ỹi) is a negated BLEU, this is equivalent to performing minimum-
risk training (see Section 2.6.5 on page 34)9 on the (weighted) imputed data.10

The objective function of (4.8) is now differentiable (since each coefficient pθ(y | x)
is a differentiable function of θ), and thus we are able to optimize θ by a gradient-based
method. The gradients can be computed by using a second-order expectation semiring (see
Section 3.4 on page 49 for details).

4.2.4 Approximating pφ(x | ỹi)

As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.1, it is computationally infeasible to forward-
translate each of the xij ∈ Xi (imputed by the reverse model pφ). We suggest three ap-
proximations that are more computationally feasible. Each can be regarded as a different
approximation of pφ(x | ỹi) in equation (4.4).

8One can manipulate the loss function to support other methods (such as Perceptron (Collins, 2002) and
MIRA (Crammer et al., 2006)) that use deterministic decoding.

9One should not confuse this with the minimum risk training of (4.1).
10Again, one may manipulate the loss function to support other probabilistic methods (such as CRF (Laf-

ferty et al., 2001)) that use randomized decoding.
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In the MT setting, δθ and pφ may have similar parameterization. One translates Chinese
to English; the other translates English to Chinese.

Yet the setup is not quite symmetric. Whereas δθ is a translation system that aims to
produce a single, low-loss translation, the reverse version pφ is rather a probabilistic model.
It is supposed to give an accurate probability distribution over possible values of the missing
input sentence xi. All of these values will be taken into account in (4.4), without regard to
the loss that they would incur if they were evaluated in a reverse MT competition.

Thus, φ does not need to be trained discriminatively itself (so there is no circularity).
Ideally, it should be trained to match the actual conditional distribution of x given y, by
achieving a low conditional cross-entropy, as follows7

φ∗ = arg min
φ

Hφ(Y | X) (4.5)

= arg min
φ
−

�

x,y

p(x, y) log pφ(x | y)

We remark that it may be tolerable for pφ to impute mediocre translations xij . Even
though xij may be imperfect Chinese, at least we will then learn δθ to translate it back into
good (observed) English ỹi. If we are lucky, this ỹi and other low-loss y values are good
translations even of the imperfect xij . In that case, the imputed (xij, ỹi) training pairs are
essentially just out-of-domain training data (i.e., they are for the task/domain of garbled-
Chinese-to-true-English rather than true-Chinese-to-true-English).

4.2.3 The Forward Translation System δθ and
The Loss Function L(δθ(xi), ỹi)

The minimum empirical risk objective of (4.2) is quite general and various popular
supervised training methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins, 2002; Och, 2003; Crammer
et al., 2006; Smith and Eisner, 2006) can be formalized in this framework by choosing
different functions for δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi). The generality of (4.2) extends to our minimum
imputed-risk objective of (4.4). Below, we specify our δθ and L(δθ(xi), ỹi).

Deterministic Decoding

A simple translation rule would define

δθ(x) = argmax
y

pθ(y | x) (4.6)

where pθ(y | x) is a log-linear model as defined in (2.18) on page 32. Note that in practice,
solving (4.6) is intractable due to spurious ambiguity and we use a Viterbi approximation

7Empirically, a standard method for this is to minimize − 1
N

�N
i=1 log pφ(xi | ỹi) + 1

2σ2 ||φ||22, where the
regularization coefficient σ2 is tuned on a dev set.
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Training scenario Test BLEU
Sup, (200, 200*16) 47.6

+Unsup, 100*16 Eng sentences 49.0
+Unsup, 200*16 Eng sentences 48.9

Table 4.2: BLEU scores for semi-supervised training. The supervised system (“Sup”)
is trained on a bilingual data set having 200 Chinese sentences and 200*16 English ref-
erences. “+Unsup” means that we add unsupervised data (i.e., monolingual English sen-
tences) for training. For each English sentence, we impute a one-best Chinese translation
using the reverse translation system.

Data size Test BLEU
Sup Unsup

101 48.6 48.5
202 48.2 48.9
303 47.7 48.8
403 48.2 49.6

Table 4.3: BLEU scores for supervised and unsupervised training. For supervised train-
ing (“Sup”), a data size of 101 means that we use a bilingual data set having 101 Chinese
sentences and 101*16 English references. For unsupervised training (“Unsup”), a data size
of 101 means that we use an English monolingual data set having 101*16 sentences, and for
each English sentence we will impute a one-best Chinese translation by using the reverse
translation system.

4.4.5 Supervised and Unsupervised Training

Though the semi-supervised training scenario is the most likely scenario in practice,
we are interested in knowing how our unsupervised discriminative method performs when
compared with supervised discriminative training, under different training data sizes. Ta-
ble 4.3 shows relevant results. Surprisingly, our unsupervised method actually performs
better than the supervised training in most cases. Also, using more unsupervised data is
better in general.

A possible explanation for the high performance of the unsupervised method is that the
training set is considerably larger and more diverse in this case. Whereas the supervised
method learns to translate only a single observed xi sentence into something resembling the
ỹi set, the unsupervised method learns to translate each of 16 imputed xi sentences back
into something resembling the ỹi set (as explained above). These imputed xi sentences can
use different vocabulary and sentence structure derived from the different references.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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• More experiments

• different k-best size

• different reverse model

But, fair comparison!
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Language Modeling
• Language Model

• assign a probability to an English sentence y

• typically use an n-gram model

5.1 Unsupervised Training of Global Log-Linear
Language Models

We have a set of training examples ỹi, where each ỹi is a sequence of English words.

We aim to train a language model pθ(y) (parameterized by θ) over the examples. The model

will be used to assign a probability to any English sentence. We can obtain such a model

by maximizing the likelihood of the training examples as follows,

θ∗ = arg max
θ

�

i

pθ(ỹi) (5.1)

Now, the question is: what is the form of pθ(ỹi)?

5.1.1 Whole-sentence Maximum Entropy Language Model
We can specify pθ as a globally normalized log-linear model as follows,

pθ(y) =
ef(y)·θ

Z(∗) (5.2)

=
ef(y)·θ

�
y�∈Σ∗ ef(y�)·θ (5.3)

where f(y) is a feature vector depending on y, and θ is the corresponding weight vector.

This is called as a whole-sentence maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld, Chen,

and Zhu, 2001).
1

Training with the above log-linear model requires computing the normalization constant

Z(∗) (alternatively called the partition function), which is computationally challenging as

it requires to sum over all the possible sequence y ∈ Σ∗
. In our case, this corresponds to

computing the sum over all possible English sentences with any length!

To address the computational difficulty issue, Rosenfeld et al. (2001) approximately

compute Z(∗) by using a set of sentences that are sampled from Σ∗
.

5.1.2 Contrastive Estimation
Smith and Eisner (2005) propose contrastive estimation (CE), which uses a small neigh-

borhood (instead of the full space Σ∗
) to approximate the computation of normalization

constant. Under CE, the likelihood of an observed sequence ỹ is,

pθ(ỹ) =
ef(ỹ)·θ

Z(ỹ)
(5.4)

=
ef(ỹ)·θ

�
y�∈N (ỹ) ef(y�)·θ (5.5)

1
One should not confuse this with a regular maximum entropy language model of (5.10), where the

normalization is done for each n-gram history (i.e., locally normalized).
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(5.6). Since our training uses a task-specific loss function, it might perform better than the

maximum likelihood training.

5.3.2 Locally Normalized Language Model
Since our contrastive model can be used as a language model p(y), it is instructive to

compare our method to other language modeling techniques. The most commonly used

LM is the so-called n-gram model parameterized as follows,

p(y) =
�

w∈Wn

p(r(w) | h(w))cw(y)
(5.7)

where Wn is a set of n-gram types. Each w ∈ Wn is an n-gram, which occurs cw(y) times

in the string y, and w may be divided into an (n − 1)-gram prefix h(w) (the history) and

a 1-gram suffix r(w) (the rightmost or current word). For example, for a trigram “on the
table”, the history is “on the” and the current word is “table”.

In the n-gram model of (5.8), p(r(w) | h(w)) is a proper probability distribution nor-

malized by the history h(w), and thus the model is locally normalized. In contrast, our

contrastive language model is globally normalized.

What are the parameters θ in the model? One can treat p(r(w) | h(w)) directly as

the parameters that we aim to learn. A usual way to estimate such parameters is to use a

maximum likelihood estimation, that is,

p(r(w) | h(w)) =
c(w)

c(h(w))
(5.8)

where c(·) is the occurrence frequency in the training corpora. This model may assign

a zero-probability to a sentence that contains unseen n-gram(s). Thus, the art of n-gram

language modeling is about how to smooth the distribution (Chen and Goodman, 1998).

Another choice of parameters θ is to define a log-linear model for p(r(w) | h(w)) as

follows,

pθ(r(w) | h(w)) =
ef(h(w),r(w))·θ

Z(h(w))
(5.9)

=
ef(h(w),r(w))·θ

�
r�∈Σ ef(h(w),r�)·θ

where f(·, ·) is a feature vector depending on the history and the current word, and Σ is the

vocabulary of words. This corresponds to a maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld,

1996; Khudanpur and Wu, 2000). Note that the model here is still locally normalized (by

the n-gram history), and one should not confuse this with the whole-sentence maximum

entropy language model of (5.2).
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5.1 Unsupervised Training of Global Log-Linear
Language Models

We have a set of training examples ỹi, where each ỹi is a sequence of English words.

We aim to train a language model pθ(y) (parameterized by θ) over the examples. The model

will be used to assign a probability to any English sentence. We can obtain such a model

by maximizing the likelihood of the training examples as follows,

θ∗ = arg max
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pθ(ỹi) (5.1)
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(5.6). Since our training uses a task-specific loss function, it might perform better than the

maximum likelihood training.

5.3.2 Locally Normalized Language Model
Since our contrastive model can be used as a language model p(y), it is instructive to

compare our method to other language modeling techniques. The most commonly used

LM is the so-called n-gram model parameterized as follows,
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p(r(w) | h(w))cw(y)
(5.7)

where Wn is a set of n-gram types. Each w ∈ Wn is an n-gram, which occurs cw(y) times

in the string y, and w may be divided into an (n − 1)-gram prefix h(w) (the history) and

a 1-gram suffix r(w) (the rightmost or current word). For example, for a trigram “on the
table”, the history is “on the” and the current word is “table”.

In the n-gram model of (5.8), p(r(w) | h(w)) is a proper probability distribution nor-
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contrastive language model is globally normalized.

What are the parameters θ in the model? One can treat p(r(w) | h(w)) directly as

the parameters that we aim to learn. A usual way to estimate such parameters is to use a

maximum likelihood estimation, that is,

p(r(w) | h(w)) =
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where c(·) is the occurrence frequency in the training corpora. This model may assign

a zero-probability to a sentence that contains unseen n-gram(s). Thus, the art of n-gram
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follows,
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(5.6). Since our training uses a task-specific loss function, it might perform better than the

maximum likelihood training.

5.3.2 Locally Normalized Language Model
Since our contrastive model can be used as a language model p(y), it is instructive to

compare our method to other language modeling techniques. The most commonly used

LM is the so-called n-gram model parameterized as follows,

p(y) =
�

w∈Wn

p(r(w) | h(w))cw(y)
(5.7)

where Wn is a set of n-gram types. Each w ∈ Wn is an n-gram, which occurs cw(y) times

in the string y, and w may be divided into an (n − 1)-gram prefix h(w) (the history) and

a 1-gram suffix r(w) (the rightmost or current word). For example, for a trigram “on the
table”, the history is “on the” and the current word is “table”.

In the n-gram model of (5.8), p(r(w) | h(w)) is a proper probability distribution nor-

malized by the history h(w), and thus the model is locally normalized. In contrast, our

contrastive language model is globally normalized.

What are the parameters θ in the model? One can treat p(r(w) | h(w)) directly as

the parameters that we aim to learn. A usual way to estimate such parameters is to use a

maximum likelihood estimation, that is,

p(r(w) | h(w)) =
c(w)

c(h(w))
(5.8)

where c(·) is the occurrence frequency in the training corpora. This model may assign

a zero-probability to a sentence that contains unseen n-gram(s). Thus, the art of n-gram

language modeling is about how to smooth the distribution (Chen and Goodman, 1998).

Another choice of parameters θ is to define a log-linear model for p(r(w) | h(w)) as

follows,

pθ(r(w) | h(w)) =
ef(h(w),r(w))·θ

Z(h(w))
(5.9)

=
ef(h(w),r(w))·θ

�
r�∈Σ ef(h(w),r�)·θ

where f(·, ·) is a feature vector depending on the history and the current word, and Σ is the

vocabulary of words. This corresponds to a maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld,

1996; Khudanpur and Wu, 2000). Note that the model here is still locally normalized (by

the n-gram history), and one should not confuse this with the whole-sentence maximum

entropy language model of (5.2).
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where f(y) is a feature vector depending on y, and θ is the corresponding weight vector.

This is called as a whole-sentence maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld, Chen,

and Zhu, 2001).
1

Training with the above log-linear model requires computing the normalization constant

Z(∗) (alternatively called the partition function), which is computationally challenging as

it requires to sum over all the possible sequence y ∈ Σ∗
. In our case, this corresponds to

computing the sum over all possible English sentences with any length!

To address the computational difficulty issue, Rosenfeld et al. (2001) approximately

compute Z(∗) by using a set of sentences that are sampled from Σ∗
.

5.1.2 Contrastive Estimation
Smith and Eisner (2005) propose contrastive estimation (CE), which uses a small neigh-

borhood (instead of the full space Σ∗
) to approximate the computation of normalization

constant. Under CE, the likelihood of an observed sequence ỹ is,

pθ(ỹ) =
ef(ỹ)·θ

Z(ỹ)
(5.4)
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All English sentences with any length!

(5.6). Since our training uses a task-specific loss function, it might perform better than the

maximum likelihood training.

5.3.2 Locally Normalized Language Model
Since our contrastive model can be used as a language model p(y), it is instructive to
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LM is the so-called n-gram model parameterized as follows,
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maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld, Chen, and Zhu, 2001).
1

Training with the above log-linear model requires computing the normalization constant

Z(∗) (alternatively called the partition function), which is computationally challenging as

it requires to sum over all the possible sequence y ∈ Σ∗
. In our case, this corresponds to

computing the sum over all possible English sentences with any length!

To address the computational difficulty issue, Rosenfeld et al. (2001) approximately

compute Z(∗) by using a set of sentences that are sampled from Σ∗
.

5.1.2 Contrastive Estimation
Smith and Eisner (2005) propose contrastive estimation (CE), which uses a small neigh-

borhood (instead of the full space Σ∗
) to approximate the computation of normalization

constant. Under CE, the likelihood of an observed sequence ỹ is,

pθ(ỹ) =
ef(ỹ)·θ

Z(ỹ)
(5.3)

=
ef(ỹ)·θ

�
y�∈N (ỹ) ef(y�)·θ (5.4)

1
One should not confuse this with a regular maximum entropy language model of (5.10), where the

normalization is done for each n-gram history (i.e., locally normalized).
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(5.6). Since our training uses a task-specific loss function, it might perform better than the

maximum likelihood training.

5.3.2 Locally Normalized Language Model
Since our contrastive model can be used as a language model p(y), it is instructive to

compare our method to other language modeling techniques. The most commonly used

LM is the so-called n-gram model parameterized as follows,

p(y) =
�

w∈Wn

p(r(w) | h(w))cw(y)
(5.7)

where Wn is a set of n-gram types. Each w ∈ Wn is an n-gram, which occurs cw(y) times

in the string y, and w may be divided into an (n − 1)-gram prefix h(w) (the history) and

a 1-gram suffix r(w) (the rightmost or current word). For example, for a trigram “on the
table”, the history is “on the” and the current word is “table”.

In the n-gram model of (5.8), p(r(w) | h(w)) is a proper probability distribution nor-

malized by the history h(w), and thus the model is locally normalized. In contrast, our

contrastive language model is globally normalized.

What are the parameters θ in the model? One can treat p(r(w) | h(w)) directly as

the parameters that we aim to learn. A usual way to estimate such parameters is to use a

maximum likelihood estimation, that is,

p(r(w) | h(w)) =
c(w)

c(h(w))
(5.8)

where c(·) is the occurrence frequency in the training corpora. This model may assign

a zero-probability to a sentence that contains unseen n-gram(s). Thus, the art of n-gram

language modeling is about how to smooth the distribution (Chen and Goodman, 1998).

Another choice of parameters θ is to define a log-linear model for p(r(w) | h(w)) as

follows,

pθ(r(w) | h(w)) =
ef(h(w),r(w))·θ

Z(h(w))
(5.9)

=
ef(h(w),r(w))·θ

�
r�∈Σ ef(h(w),r�)·θ

where f(·, ·) is a feature vector depending on the history and the current word, and Σ is the

vocabulary of words. This corresponds to a maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld,

1996; Khudanpur and Wu, 2000). Note that the model here is still locally normalized (by

the n-gram history), and one should not confuse this with the whole-sentence maximum

entropy language model of (5.2).
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Language Modeling
• Language Model

• assign a probability to an English sentence y

• typically use an n-gram model

• Global Log-linear Model 
(whole-sentence maximum-entropy LM)

5.1 Unsupervised Training of Global Log-Linear
Language Models

We have a set of training examples ỹi, where each ỹi is a sequence of English words.

We aim to train a language model pθ(y) (parameterized by θ) over the examples. The model

will be used to assign a probability to any English sentence. We can obtain such a model

by maximizing the likelihood of the training examples as follows,

θ∗ = arg max
θ

�

i

pθ(ỹi) (5.1)

Now, the question is: what is the form of pθ(ỹi)?

5.1.1 Whole-sentence Maximum Entropy Language Model
We can specify pθ as a globally normalized log-linear model as follows,

pθ(y) =
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=
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�
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and Zhu, 2001).
1

Training with the above log-linear model requires computing the normalization constant

Z(∗) (alternatively called the partition function), which is computationally challenging as

it requires to sum over all the possible sequence y ∈ Σ∗
. In our case, this corresponds to

computing the sum over all possible English sentences with any length!

To address the computational difficulty issue, Rosenfeld et al. (2001) approximately

compute Z(∗) by using a set of sentences that are sampled from Σ∗
.

5.1.2 Contrastive Estimation
Smith and Eisner (2005) propose contrastive estimation (CE), which uses a small neigh-

borhood (instead of the full space Σ∗
) to approximate the computation of normalization

constant. Under CE, the likelihood of an observed sequence ỹ is,

pθ(ỹ) =
ef(ỹ)·θ

Z(ỹ)
(5.4)

=
ef(ỹ)·θ

�
y�∈N (ỹ) ef(y�)·θ (5.5)

1
One should not confuse this with a regular maximum entropy language model of (5.10), where the

normalization is done for each n-gram history (i.e., locally normalized).
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(5.6). Since our training uses a task-specific loss function, it might perform better than the

maximum likelihood training.

5.3.2 Locally Normalized Language Model
Since our contrastive model can be used as a language model p(y), it is instructive to

compare our method to other language modeling techniques. The most commonly used

LM is the so-called n-gram model parameterized as follows,

p(y) =
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w∈Wn

p(r(w) | h(w))cw(y)
(5.7)

where Wn is a set of n-gram types. Each w ∈ Wn is an n-gram, which occurs cw(y) times

in the string y, and w may be divided into an (n − 1)-gram prefix h(w) (the history) and

a 1-gram suffix r(w) (the rightmost or current word). For example, for a trigram “on the
table”, the history is “on the” and the current word is “table”.

In the n-gram model of (5.8), p(r(w) | h(w)) is a proper probability distribution nor-

malized by the history h(w), and thus the model is locally normalized. In contrast, our

contrastive language model is globally normalized.

What are the parameters θ in the model? One can treat p(r(w) | h(w)) directly as

the parameters that we aim to learn. A usual way to estimate such parameters is to use a

maximum likelihood estimation, that is,

p(r(w) | h(w)) =
c(w)

c(h(w))
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where c(·) is the occurrence frequency in the training corpora. This model may assign

a zero-probability to a sentence that contains unseen n-gram(s). Thus, the art of n-gram

language modeling is about how to smooth the distribution (Chen and Goodman, 1998).

Another choice of parameters θ is to define a log-linear model for p(r(w) | h(w)) as

follows,

pθ(r(w) | h(w)) =
ef(h(w),r(w))·θ

Z(h(w))
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=
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where f(·, ·) is a feature vector depending on the history and the current word, and Σ is the

vocabulary of words. This corresponds to a maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld,

1996; Khudanpur and Wu, 2000). Note that the model here is still locally normalized (by

the n-gram history), and one should not confuse this with the whole-sentence maximum

entropy language model of (5.2).
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• Global Log-linear Model 
(whole-sentence maximum-entropy LM)

5.1 Unsupervised Training of Global Log-Linear
Language Models

We have a set of training examples ỹi, where each ỹi is a sequence of English words.

We aim to train a language model pθ(y) (parameterized by θ) over the examples. The model

will be used to assign a probability to any English sentence. We can obtain such a model

by maximizing the likelihood of the training examples as follows,

θ∗ = arg max
θ

�

i

pθ(ỹi) (5.1)

Now, the question is: what is the form of pθ(ỹi)?

5.1.1 Whole-sentence Maximum Entropy Language Model
We can specify pθ as a globally normalized log-linear model as follows,

pθ(y) =
ef(y)·θ

Z(∗) (5.2)

=
ef(y)·θ

�
y�∈Σ∗ ef(y�)·θ (5.3)

where f(y) is a feature vector depending on y, and θ is the corresponding weight vector.

This is called as a whole-sentence maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld, Chen,

and Zhu, 2001).
1

Training with the above log-linear model requires computing the normalization constant

Z(∗) (alternatively called the partition function), which is computationally challenging as

it requires to sum over all the possible sequence y ∈ Σ∗
. In our case, this corresponds to

computing the sum over all possible English sentences with any length!

To address the computational difficulty issue, Rosenfeld et al. (2001) approximately

compute Z(∗) by using a set of sentences that are sampled from Σ∗
.

5.1.2 Contrastive Estimation
Smith and Eisner (2005) propose contrastive estimation (CE), which uses a small neigh-

borhood (instead of the full space Σ∗
) to approximate the computation of normalization

constant. Under CE, the likelihood of an observed sequence ỹ is,

pθ(ỹ) =
ef(ỹ)·θ

Z(ỹ)
(5.4)

=
ef(ỹ)·θ

�
y�∈N (ỹ) ef(y�)·θ (5.5)

1
One should not confuse this with a regular maximum entropy language model of (5.10), where the

normalization is done for each n-gram history (i.e., locally normalized).
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• Global Log-linear Model 
(whole-sentence maximum-entropy LM)
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Contrastive Estimation

• Contrastive Estimation (CE)

5.1 Unsupervised Training of Global Log-Linear
Language Models

We have a set of training examples ỹi, where each ỹi is a sequence of English words.

We aim to train a language model pθ(y) (parameterized by θ) over the examples. The model

will be used to assign a probability to any English sentence. We can obtain such a model

by maximizing the likelihood of the training examples as follows,

θ∗ = arg max
θ

�

i

pθ(ỹi) (5.1)

Now, the question is: what is the form of pθ(ỹi)?

5.1.1 Whole-sentence Maximum Entropy Language Model
We can specify pθ as a globally normalized log-linear model as follows,

pθ(y) =
ef(y)·θ

Z(∗) (5.2)

where f(y) is a feature vector depending on y, θ is the corresponding weight vector, and

Z(∗) def

=
�
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is a normalization constant. This is called as a whole-sentence

maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld, Chen, and Zhu, 2001).
1

Training with the above log-linear model requires computing the normalization constant

Z(∗) (alternatively called the partition function), which is computationally challenging as

it requires to sum over all the possible sequence y ∈ Σ∗
. In our case, this corresponds to

computing the sum over all possible English sentences with any length!

To address the computational difficulty issue, Rosenfeld et al. (2001) approximately

compute Z(∗) by using a set of sentences that are sampled from Σ∗
.

5.1.2 Contrastive Estimation
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borhood (instead of the full space Σ∗
) to approximate the computation of normalization

constant. Under CE, the likelihood of an observed sequence ỹ is,

pθ(ỹ) =
ef(ỹ)·θ

Z(ỹ)
(5.3)

=
ef(ỹ)·θ

�
y�∈N (ỹ) ef(y�)·θ (5.4)

1
One should not confuse this with a regular maximum entropy language model of (5.9), where the nor-

malization is done for each n-gram history (i.e., locally normalized).
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malization is done for each n-gram history (i.e., locally normalized).
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• Global Log-linear Model 
(whole-sentence maximum-entropy LM)
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Function

where N (ỹ)
implicit negative
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θ∗ = arg max
θ

�

i

pθ(ỹi) (5.1)

Now, the question is: what is the form of pθ(ỹi)?

5.1.1 Whole-sentence Maximum Entropy Language Model
We can specify pθ as a globally normalized log-linear model as follows,

pθ(y) =
ef(y)·θ

Z(∗) (5.2)

where f(y) is a feature vector depending on y, θ is the corresponding weight vector, and

Z(∗) def

=
�

y�∈Σ∗ ef(y�)·θ
is a normalization constant. This is called as a whole-sentence

maximum entropy language model (Rosenfeld, Chen, and Zhu, 2001).
1

Training with the above log-linear model requires computing the normalization constant

Z(∗) (alternatively called the partition function), which is computationally challenging as

it requires to sum over all the possible sequence y ∈ Σ∗
. In our case, this corresponds to

computing the sum over all possible English sentences with any length!

To address the computational difficulty issue, Rosenfeld et al. (2001) approximately

compute Z(∗) by using a set of sentences that are sampled from Σ∗
.

5.1.2 Contrastive Estimation
Smith and Eisner (2005) propose contrastive estimation (CE), which uses a small neigh-

borhood (instead of the full space Σ∗
) to approximate the computation of normalization

constant. Under CE, the likelihood of an observed sequence ỹ is,

pθ(ỹ) =
ef(ỹ)·θ

Z(ỹ)
(5.3)

=
ef(ỹ)·θ

�
y�∈N (ỹ) ef(y�)·θ (5.4)

1
One should not confuse this with a regular maximum entropy language model of (5.9), where the nor-

malization is done for each n-gram history (i.e., locally normalized).
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constant. Under CE, the likelihood of an observed sequence ỹ is,Neighborhood
Function

where N (ỹ)
implicit negative

loss

(Smith and Eisner, 2005)
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Contrastive Language Model Estimation

• Step-1: extract a confusion grammar (CG)
• an English-to-English SCFG

• Step-2: for each English sentence, generate a 
contrastive set (or neighborhood) using the CG          

• Step-3: discriminative training

source and target sides are English. Several example rules in the CG are as following,

X → � lead to , result in � ,

X → �X0 at beijing , beijing ’s X0 � ,

X → ( X0 of X1 , X0 of the X1 ) ,

X → ( X0 ’s X1 , X1 of X0 ) .

Like a regular SCFG, a CG contains rules with different arities. Also, there might be
reordering in the rule as shown in the last example. These rules captures the confusion that
an MT system may have in choosing different senses or reordering patterns for a given
input. Now the question is how we get such a grammar. Below we present two ways.

Extracting Confusion Grammar from Bilingual Grammar

We can derive a confusion grammar from an existing bilingual grammar. For a particu-
lar Chinese side (say c), a bilingual grammar may have many different English translation
options (say e ∈ E). (Note that e ∈ E may contain both terminals and nonterminals.)
For each pair of such translation options (say e1 ∈ E and e2 ∈ E), we can extract two
confusion rules: X → �e1, e2� and X → �e2, e1�. These rules capture the confusion that
an MT system will have when translating the Chinese-side c. For each English side e in
the bilingual grammar, we also extract an identity rule, that is X → �e, e�. Clearly, we can
extract |E|2 such confusion rules given a set of translation options E (for the Chinese side
c).

The CG can be weighted as following. We assume a conditional distribution p(e | c)
given by the bilingual grammar. Each extraction event of a confusion rule X → �e1, e2�
will be weighted by p(e2 | c), that is, the weight depends on only the confusion rule’s target
side (but not the source side). We scan the bilingual grammar, accumulate the weight (soft-
count) of the extraction events for each distinct confusion rule, and finally use a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
is normalized by the source side of the confusion rule.

In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
extract the confusion grammar efficiently.

Extracting Test-set Specific Confusion Grammar

In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
the bilingual training corpora, and thus the confusion grammar derived from it might be
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count) of the extraction events for each distinct confusion rule, and finally use a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
is normalized by the source side of the confusion rule.

In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
extract the confusion grammar efficiently.

Extracting Test-set Specific Confusion Grammar

In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
the bilingual training corpora, and thus the confusion grammar derived from it might be
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source and target sides are English. Several example rules in the CG are as following,

X → � lead to , result in � ,

X → �X0 at beijing , beijing ’s X0 � ,

X → ( X0 of X1 , X0 of the X1 ) ,

X → ( X0 ’s X1 , X1 of X0 ) .

Like a regular SCFG, a CG contains rules with different arities. Also, there might be
reordering in the rule as shown in the last example. These rules captures the confusion that
an MT system may have in choosing different senses or reordering patterns for a given
input. Now the question is how we get such a grammar. Below we present two ways.

Extracting Confusion Grammar from Bilingual Grammar

We can derive a confusion grammar from an existing bilingual grammar. For a particu-
lar Chinese side (say c), a bilingual grammar may have many different English translation
options (say e ∈ E). (Note that e ∈ E may contain both terminals and nonterminals.)
For each pair of such translation options (say e1 ∈ E and e2 ∈ E), we can extract two
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bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
extract the confusion grammar efficiently.

Extracting Test-set Specific Confusion Grammar

In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
the bilingual training corpora, and thus the confusion grammar derived from it might be
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will be weighted by p(e2 | c), that is, the weight depends on only the confusion rule’s target
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In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
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In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
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an MT system may have in choosing different senses or reordering patterns for a given
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lar Chinese side (say c), a bilingual grammar may have many different English translation
options (say e ∈ E). (Note that e ∈ E may contain both terminals and nonterminals.)
For each pair of such translation options (say e1 ∈ E and e2 ∈ E), we can extract two
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an MT system will have when translating the Chinese-side c. For each English side e in
the bilingual grammar, we also extract an identity rule, that is X → �e, e�. Clearly, we can
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The CG can be weighted as following. We assume a conditional distribution p(e | c)
given by the bilingual grammar. Each extraction event of a confusion rule X → �e1, e2�
will be weighted by p(e2 | c), that is, the weight depends on only the confusion rule’s target
side (but not the source side). We scan the bilingual grammar, accumulate the weight (soft-
count) of the extraction events for each distinct confusion rule, and finally use a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
is normalized by the source side of the confusion rule.

In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
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Extracting Test-set Specific Confusion Grammar

In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
the bilingual training corpora, and thus the confusion grammar derived from it might be
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an MT system will have when translating the Chinese-side c. For each English side e in
the bilingual grammar, we also extract an identity rule, that is X → �e, e�. Clearly, we can
extract |E|2 such confusion rules given a set of translation options E (for the Chinese side
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side (but not the source side). We scan the bilingual grammar, accumulate the weight (soft-
count) of the extraction events for each distinct confusion rule, and finally use a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
is normalized by the source side of the confusion rule.

In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
extract the confusion grammar efficiently.

Extracting Test-set Specific Confusion Grammar

In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
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• Step-1: extract a confusion grammar (CG)
• an English-to-English SCFG
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source and target sides are English. Several example rules in the CG are as following,

X → � lead to , result in � ,

X → �X0 at beijing , beijing ’s X0 � ,

X → ( X0 of X1 , X0 of the X1 ) ,

X → ( X0 ’s X1 , X1 of X0 ) .

Like a regular SCFG, a CG contains rules with different arities. Also, there might be
reordering in the rule as shown in the last example. These rules captures the confusion that
an MT system may have in choosing different senses or reordering patterns for a given
input. Now the question is how we get such a grammar. Below we present two ways.

Extracting Confusion Grammar from Bilingual Grammar

We can derive a confusion grammar from an existing bilingual grammar. For a particu-
lar Chinese side (say c), a bilingual grammar may have many different English translation
options (say e ∈ E). (Note that e ∈ E may contain both terminals and nonterminals.)
For each pair of such translation options (say e1 ∈ E and e2 ∈ E), we can extract two
confusion rules: X → �e1, e2� and X → �e2, e1�. These rules capture the confusion that
an MT system will have when translating the Chinese-side c. For each English side e in
the bilingual grammar, we also extract an identity rule, that is X → �e, e�. Clearly, we can
extract |E|2 such confusion rules given a set of translation options E (for the Chinese side
c).

The CG can be weighted as following. We assume a conditional distribution p(e | c)
given by the bilingual grammar. Each extraction event of a confusion rule X → �e1, e2�
will be weighted by p(e2 | c), that is, the weight depends on only the confusion rule’s target
side (but not the source side). We scan the bilingual grammar, accumulate the weight (soft-
count) of the extraction events for each distinct confusion rule, and finally use a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
is normalized by the source side of the confusion rule.

In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
extract the confusion grammar efficiently.

Extracting Test-set Specific Confusion Grammar

In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
the bilingual training corpora, and thus the confusion grammar derived from it might be
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source and target sides are English. Several example rules in the CG are as following,
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X → ( X0 of X1 , X0 of the X1 ) ,
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confusion rules: X → �e1, e2� and X → �e2, e1�. These rules capture the confusion that
an MT system will have when translating the Chinese-side c. For each English side e in
the bilingual grammar, we also extract an identity rule, that is X → �e, e�. Clearly, we can
extract |E|2 such confusion rules given a set of translation options E (for the Chinese side
c).

The CG can be weighted as following. We assume a conditional distribution p(e | c)
given by the bilingual grammar. Each extraction event of a confusion rule X → �e1, e2�
will be weighted by p(e2 | c), that is, the weight depends on only the confusion rule’s target
side (but not the source side). We scan the bilingual grammar, accumulate the weight (soft-
count) of the extraction events for each distinct confusion rule, and finally use a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
is normalized by the source side of the confusion rule.

In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
extract the confusion grammar efficiently.

Extracting Test-set Specific Confusion Grammar

In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
the bilingual training corpora, and thus the confusion grammar derived from it might be
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source and target sides are English. Several example rules in the CG are as following,

X → � lead to , result in � ,

X → �X0 at beijing , beijing ’s X0 � ,

X → �X0 of X1 , X0 of the X1 � ,

X → �X0 ’s X1 , X1 of X0 � .

Like a regular SCFG, a CG contains rules with different arities. Also, there might be
reordering in the rule as shown in the last example. These rules captures the confusion that
an MT system may have in choosing different senses or reordering patterns for a given
input. Now the question is how we get such a grammar. Below we present two ways.

Extracting Confusion Grammar from Bilingual Grammar

We can derive a confusion grammar from an existing bilingual grammar. For a particu-
lar Chinese side (say c), a bilingual grammar may have many different English translation
options (say e ∈ E). (Note that e ∈ E may contain both terminals and nonterminals.)
For each pair of such translation options (say e1 ∈ E and e2 ∈ E), we can extract two
confusion rules: X → �e1, e2� and X → �e2, e1�. These rules capture the confusion that
an MT system will have when translating the Chinese-side c. For each English side e in
the bilingual grammar, we also extract an identity rule, that is X → �e, e�. Clearly, we can
extract |E|2 such confusion rules given a set of translation options E (for the Chinese side
c).

The CG can be weighted as following. We assume a conditional distribution p(e | c)
given by the bilingual grammar. Each extraction event of a confusion rule X → �e1, e2�
will be weighted by p(e2 | c), that is, the weight depends on only the confusion rule’s target
side (but not the source side). We scan the bilingual grammar, accumulate the weight (soft-
count) of the extraction events for each distinct confusion rule, and finally use a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
is normalized by the source side of the confusion rule.

In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
extract the confusion grammar efficiently.

Extracting Test-set Specific Confusion Grammar

In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
the bilingual training corpora, and thus the confusion grammar derived from it might be
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source and target sides are English. Several example rules in the CG are as following,

X → � lead to , result in � ,

X → �X0 at beijing , beijing ’s X0 � ,

X → �X0 of X1 , X0 of the X1 � ,

X → �X0 ’s X1 , X1 of X0 � .

Like a regular SCFG, a CG contains rules with different arities. Also, there might be
reordering in the rule as shown in the last example. These rules captures the confusion that
an MT system may have in choosing different senses or reordering patterns for a given
input. Now the question is how we get such a grammar. Below we present two ways.

Extracting Confusion Grammar from Bilingual Grammar

We can derive a confusion grammar from an existing bilingual grammar. For a particu-
lar Chinese side (say c), a bilingual grammar may have many different English translation
options (say e ∈ E). (Note that e ∈ E may contain both terminals and nonterminals.)
For each pair of such translation options (say e1 ∈ E and e2 ∈ E), we can extract two
confusion rules: X → �e1, e2� and X → �e2, e1�. These rules capture the confusion that
an MT system will have when translating the Chinese-side c. For each English side e in
the bilingual grammar, we also extract an identity rule, that is X → �e, e�. Clearly, we can
extract |E|2 such confusion rules given a set of translation options E (for the Chinese side
c).

The CG can be weighted as following. We assume a conditional distribution p(e | c)
given by the bilingual grammar. Each extraction event of a confusion rule X → �e1, e2�
will be weighted by p(e2 | c), that is, the weight depends on only the confusion rule’s target
side (but not the source side). We scan the bilingual grammar, accumulate the weight (soft-
count) of the extraction events for each distinct confusion rule, and finally use a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
is normalized by the source side of the confusion rule.

In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
extract the confusion grammar efficiently.

Extracting Test-set Specific Confusion Grammar

In the above, the bilingual grammar might contain all the rules that are extractable from
the bilingual training corpora, and thus the confusion grammar derived from it might be
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Step-1: Extracting a Confusion Grammar (CG)
• Deriving a CG from a bilingual grammar
• use Chinese side as pivots

source and target sides are English. Several example rules in the CG are as following,

X → � lead to , result in � ,

X → �X0 at beijing , beijing ’s X0 � ,

X → �X0 of X1 , X0 of the X1 � ,

X → �X0 ’s X1 , X1 of X0 � .

X → � mao, the cat�.

X → � mao, a cat�.

Like a regular SCFG, a CG contains rules with different arities. Also, there might be
reordering in the rule as shown in the last example. These rules captures the confusion that
an MT system may have in choosing different senses or reordering patterns for a given
input. Now the question is how we get such a grammar. Below we present two ways.

Extracting Confusion Grammar from Bilingual Grammar

We can derive a confusion grammar from an existing bilingual grammar. For a particu-
lar Chinese side (say c), a bilingual grammar may have many different English translation
options (say e ∈ E). (Note that e ∈ E may contain both terminals and nonterminals.)
For each pair of such translation options (say e1 ∈ E and e2 ∈ E), we can extract two
confusion rules: X → �e1, e2� and X → �e2, e1�. These rules capture the confusion that
an MT system will have when translating the Chinese-side c. For each English side e in
the bilingual grammar, we also extract an identity rule, that is X → �e, e�. Clearly, we can
extract |E|2 such confusion rules given a set of translation options E (for the Chinese side
c).

The CG can be weighted as following. We assume a conditional distribution p(e | c)
given by the bilingual grammar. Each extraction event of a confusion rule X → �e1, e2�
will be weighted by p(e2 | c), that is, the weight depends on only the confusion rule’s target
side (but not the source side). We scan the bilingual grammar, accumulate the weight (soft-
count) of the extraction events for each distinct confusion rule, and finally use a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
is normalized by the source side of the confusion rule.

In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
different translation options for the Chinese side (i.e., the prefix at the node). In this way,
we can quickly identify the different translation options for the same Chinese side, and thus
extract the confusion grammar efficiently.
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likelihood estimation (MLE) for the probability of the rule X → �e1, e2�. The probability
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In practice, the above extraction process can be very efficient. Specifically, we read the
bilingual grammar into a Trie data structure where the prefixes correspond to the Chinese
sides of the bilingual grammar, and thus the rules at each node in the Trie will be the
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source and target sides are English. Several example rules in the CG are as following,
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X → � mao, the cat�.
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Like a regular SCFG, a CG contains rules with different arities. Also, there might be
reordering in the rule as shown in the last example. These rules captures the confusion that
an MT system may have in choosing different senses or reordering patterns for a given
input. Now the question is how we get such a grammar. Below we present two ways.

Extracting Confusion Grammar from Bilingual Grammar

We can derive a confusion grammar from an existing bilingual grammar. For a particu-
lar Chinese side (say c), a bilingual grammar may have many different English translation
options (say e ∈ E). (Note that e ∈ E may contain both terminals and nonterminals.)
For each pair of such translation options (say e1 ∈ E and e2 ∈ E), we can extract two
confusion rules: X → �e1, e2� and X → �e2, e1�. These rules capture the confusion that
an MT system will have when translating the Chinese-side c. For each English side e in
the bilingual grammar, we also extract an identity rule, that is X → �e, e�. Clearly, we can
extract |E|2 such confusion rules given a set of translation options E (for the Chinese side
c).

The CG can be weighted as following. We assume a conditional distribution p(e | c)
given by the bilingual grammar. Each extraction event of a confusion rule X → �e1, e2�
will be weighted by p(e2 | c), that is, the weight depends on only the confusion rule’s target
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Step-1: Extracting a Confusion Grammar (CG)
• Deriving a CG from a bilingual grammar
• use Chinese side as pivots
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Step-1: Extracting a Confusion Grammar (CG)
• Deriving a CG from a bilingual grammar
• use Chinese side as pivots
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Step-1: Extracting a Confusion Grammar (CG)
• Deriving a CG from a bilingual grammar
• use Chinese side as pivots
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Step-2: Generating Contrastive Sets

X → � a cat , the cat �
X → � the mat , the mat �
X → �X0 on X1 , X0 X1 �
X → �X0 on X1 , X0 ’s X1 �
X → �X0 on X1 , X1 on X0 �
X → �X0 on X1 , X1 of X0 �
S → �X0 , X0 �

(a) An example confusion grammar.

a0  cat1                    on2         the3 mat4

S→�X0,X0�

X 0,5

X 0,2
X 3,5

X → � a cat , the cat � X → � the mat , the mat �

X → �X0 on X1 , X0 X1 �
X → �X0 on X1 , X0 ’s X1 �

X → �X0 on X1 , X1 of X0 �

X → �X0 on X1 , X1 on X0 �

S 0,5

(b) An example hypergraph generated by the confusion gram-
mar of (a).

Figure 5.2: Confusion grammar and an example hypergraph generated by the confu-
sion grammar. Given an input sentence “a cat on the mat”, the confusion grammar of (a)
may generate a hypergraph (i.e., a contrastive set or neighborhood) for the input sentence,
where the hypergraph contains four alternate sentences “the cat the mat”, “the cat ’s the
mat”, “the mat on the cat”, and “the mat of the cat”.

where pθ(d | ỹi) is defined as,

pθ(d | ỹi) =
ef(d)·θ

�
d∈D(ỹi)

ef(d)·θ (5.6)

where θ is the contrastive model we aim to train, and f(d) is a feature vector over d, for
which we will specify in Section 5.4. In general, the feature functions should be defined
in a way such that the training will be efficient and the actual MT decoding can use them
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Figure 5.2: Confusion grammar and an example hypergraph generated by the confu-
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where θ is the contrastive model we aim to train, and f(d) is a feature vector over d, for
which we will specify in Section 5.4. In general, the feature functions should be defined
in a way such that the training will be efficient and the actual MT decoding can use them
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Step-3: Discriminative Training

• Training Objective

nology). This can be done as regular MT decoding as we can treat the CG as a regular
“translation” model in an English-to-English “translation” system.

To make sure that we produce at least one derivation for each ỹ. We first need to add
into CG the standard glue rules as in Hiero (Chiang, 2007).

S → �X0 , X0 � ,

S → �S0 X1 , S0 X1 � ,

We also need to add an out of vocabulary (OOV) rule X → �word, oov� for each word in
ỹ and set the cost of such rule at a maximum value such that the OOV rule will get used
only when the CG does not know how to “translate” the word. Note that the CG does
contain identity rules for English sides occurred in the bilingual grammar. But, this does
not guaranty the rules in CG alone are able to cover all the words in ỹ and thus we may
need use the OOV rules.

Since the CG is an SCFG, the contrastive set N (ỹ) generated for the observed ỹ is a
hypergraph, encoding not only the alternate sentences of ỹ but also the hierarchical process
(e.g., which phrase in ỹ has been replaced to what) about how the alternate sentences are
generated. The hierarchical process is represented in a derivation tree. As usual, many
different derivation trees may correspond to the same string/sentence due to spurious am-
biguity. We use D(ỹ) to represent the set of derivations in the hypergraph (that is generated
for ỹ). The set of y generated can be thought as alternative translations generated by the
SMT system if it had known the corresponding Chinese input x for ỹ. Figure 5.2 presents
an example of hypergraph, which contains four alternate strings the cat the mat, the cat ’s
the mat, the mat of the cat, and the mat on the cat that are generated by CG for the English
sentence a cat on the mat.

5.2.3 Discriminative Training
With the observed sentence ỹ and its contrastive set N (ỹ) (and D(ỹ)), we can then

perform the regular discriminative training. We use the minimum risk training (see also
Section 2.6.5 on page 34)3 that is,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

i

Riskθ(ỹi) (5.5)

= arg min
θ

�

i

�

y∈N (ỹi)

L(y, ỹi)pθ(y | ỹi)

= arg min
θ

�

i

�

d∈D(ỹi)

L(Y(d), ỹi)pθ(d | ỹi)

3One can also use other discriminative training methods described in Section 2.6.
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With the observed sentence ỹ and its contrastive set N (ỹ) (and D(ỹ)), we can then
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θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

i

Riskθ(ỹi) (5.5)

= arg min
θ

�

i

�

y∈N (ỹi)

L(y, ỹi)pθ(y | ỹi)

= arg min
θ

�

i

�

d∈D(ỹi)

L(Y(d), ỹi)pθ(d | ỹi)

3One can also use other discriminative training methods described in Section 2.6.
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word penalty• Target-rule Bigram Features (“RuleBigram”): For each confusion rule, we extract

bigram features over the target-side symbols (including non-terminals and terminals).

For example, if a confusion rule’s target side is “on the X1 issue of X2” where X1

and X2 are non-terminals (with a position index), we can extract bigram features

including: “on the”, “the X”, “X issue”, “issue of”, and “of X”. Note that the index

under the nonterminal of the rule has been removed in the features. Moreover, for

the terminal symbols, we will use their dominant POS tags (instead of the symbol

itself). We use 525 such bigram features that fire frequently.

5.4.4 Results on Monolingual Test Data

We are first interested in seeing how our contrastive language model (CLM) performs

as a language model itself. One usually uses the perplexity of the LM on some unseen

English data to measure the goodness of an LM. We are mainly interested in how the

model performs in picking a good English sentence within its neighborhood (defined by the

confusion grammar). The test is performed as follows. For each unseen English sentence

y of Set2, the confusion grammar defines a full contrastive set N (y) (i.e., an un-pruned

hypergraph). We use a contrastive model (which may or may not include the weighted CG

as a feature) to pick onebest from N (y), and then compute the onebest’s BLEU score by

using y and its 15 paraphrase sentences as references.

Table 5.2 shows the results under a regular n-gram LM and different CLMs (which vary

in the features used during contrastive training). (Note that a CLM may include the regular

n-gram LM (i.e., BLM) as a feature.) Clearly, the CLMs perform better than the regular

n-gram model (i.e., system-1), in terms of picking onebest from a neighborhood. Also,

adding more features in the CLM helps more in general. These show that our contrastive

language model performs well as a language model alone.

The CLMs (system-4 to -7) that use the CG or Arity feature perform very well (com-

pared with those systems that do not use them). This is not surprising as these features

directly look at the confusion rule in the confusion grammar (which defines the neighbor-

hood). More specifically, since the CG contains identity rules whose probabilities might

be large compared with other rules, the CLM model will learn to assign a large weight

to the CG feature in order to preserve the original English sentence as much as possi-

ble. This is also true for the Arity features as the model may learn to prefer the glue rule

S → �S0 X1 , S0 X1 � , over other confusion rules that involve in reordering, word in-

sertion, substitution, or deletion. Strictly speaking, these CLMs should not be considered

as language models (that assign a probability to an English string). Instead they are models

that assign a probability to a pair of English strings. Also, the CG feature is not accessible

during actual MT decoding. Therefore, such a CLM may not be useful in practice, but we

present their results here for comparison purpose.
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nology). This can be done as regular MT decoding as we can treat the CG as a regular
“translation” model in an English-to-English “translation” system.

To make sure that we produce at least one derivation for each ỹ. We first need to add
into CG the standard glue rules as in Hiero (Chiang, 2007).

S → �X0 , X0 � ,

S → �S0 X1 , S0 X1 � ,

We also need to add an out of vocabulary (OOV) rule X → �word, oov� for each word in
ỹ and set the cost of such rule at a maximum value such that the OOV rule will get used
only when the CG does not know how to “translate” the word. Note that the CG does
contain identity rules for English sides occurred in the bilingual grammar. But, this does
not guaranty the rules in CG alone are able to cover all the words in ỹ and thus we may
need use the OOV rules.

Since the CG is an SCFG, the contrastive set N (ỹ) generated for the observed ỹ is a
hypergraph, encoding not only the alternate sentences of ỹ but also the hierarchical process
(e.g., which phrase in ỹ has been replaced to what) about how the alternate sentences are
generated. The hierarchical process is represented in a derivation tree. As usual, many
different derivation trees may correspond to the same string/sentence due to spurious am-
biguity. We use D(ỹ) to represent the set of derivations in the hypergraph (that is generated
for ỹ). The set of y generated can be thought as alternative translations generated by the
SMT system if it had known the corresponding Chinese input x for ỹ. Figure 5.2 presents
an example of hypergraph, which contains four alternate strings the cat the mat, the cat ’s
the mat, the mat of the cat, and the mat on the cat that are generated by CG for the English
sentence a cat on the mat.

5.2.3 Discriminative Training
With the observed sentence ỹ and its contrastive set N (ỹ) (and D(ỹ)), we can then

perform the regular discriminative training. We use the minimum risk training (see also
Section 2.6.5 on page 34)3 that is,

θ∗ = arg min
θ

�

i

Riskθ(ỹi) (5.5)

= arg min
θ

�

i

�

y∈N (ỹi)

L(y, ỹi)pθ(y | ỹi)

= arg min
θ

�

i

�

d∈D(ỹi)

L(Y(d), ỹi)pθ(d | ỹi)

3One can also use other discriminative training methods described in Section 2.6.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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loss

where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated
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Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1

�

x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N
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i=1
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x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�
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x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1

N

N�

i=1
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x

pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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where pφ is a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute the missing xi data. The

resulting variant of (4.2), what we called minimum imputed empirical risk (abbreviated

as minimum imputed-risk), is
4

θ∗ = arg min
θ

1
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pφ(x | ỹi)L(δθ(x), ỹi)

(4.4)

Our minimum imputed-risk objective of (4.4) could be evaluated by brute force as fol-

lows.

1. For each unsupervised example ỹi, use the reverse model pφ to impute its possible

reverse translations {xi1, xi2, . . .}, and add each (xij, ỹi) pair (weighted by pφ(xij |
ỹi) ≤ 1) to an imputed training set .

2. Now do ordinary supervised training (as of (4.2)) on the (weighted) imputed training

data.

The second step means that we must use δθ to forward-translate each imputed xij , evalu-

ate the loss of the translations against the corresponding true translation ỹi, and choose the θ
that minimizes the weighted sum of these losses (i.e., the empirical risk when the empirical

distribution p̃(x, y) is derived from the imputed training set). Specific to our MT task,
5

this

tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation (from the target-language sentence

to the source language and back again) will have a low (expected) loss.

The trouble is that a typical reverse model pφ will generate a weighted lattice or hyper-

graph Xi encoding exponentially many translations of ỹi. It is computationally infeasible

to forward-translate each of the xij ∈ Xi. We will present several approximations in Sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.2.2 The Reverse Prediction Model pφ

The crucial ingredient here is pφ, a “reverse prediction model” that attempts to impute

the missing xi data. We will train this pφ model in advance (before we tune θ), doing the

best job we can from available data—including our bilingual (xi, ỹi) data as well as any

available monolingual x data.
6

Note that φ is fixed when we tune θ.

4
We can also exploit both supervised and unsupervised data to perform semi-supervised training by using

an interpolated version of (4.2) and (4.4). We will do this in our experiments.
5
Our method may be used for other tasks as well. For example, in a speech recognition task, δθ is a speech

recognizer that produces text, whereas pφ is a kind of speech synthesizer that must produce a distribution over

audio (or at least over acoustic features or phone sequences).
6
In a translation task from x to y, one usually does not make use of monolingual x data. But, in our case,

we can use x data to train a language model that will be useful for the reverse system. In particular, it will

make the imputed xi look more like true Chinese inputs.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Imputed Risk Training

In this chapter, we describe an unsupervised method for discriminative training. Our

method assumes that we are given some output data ỹ (e.g., English sentences), but not

the corresponding input data x (e.g., Chinese sentences). It also assumes that we have a

reasonably good reverse conditional model pφ(x | ỹ) parameterized by φ. Our goal is to

learn a good forward conditional model pθ(y | x) by tuning θ.

Specific to an MT task, our method works as follows. First guess x probabilistically

from the observed ỹ using a reverse (English-to-Chinese) model. Then train the discrimi-

native Chinese-to-English system to do a “good job” at translating this imputed x back to

ỹ, in the sense of optimizing the given performance metric.

Our method is theoretically sound and can be explained as minimizing imputed risk.

Our method is also intuitive: it tries to ensure that probabilistic “round-trip” translation

(from the target-language sentence to the source language and back again) will have low

expected loss.

We perform experiments by using the open-source MT toolkit Joshua (Li et al., 2009a).

Our experiments show that unsupervised discriminative training performs similarly to (and

often better) the supervised case. Also, adding unsupervised data into the supervised train-

ing improves the performance.

4.1 Minimum Empirical Risk (for Supervised Discrimina-
tive Training)

Let us first review discriminative training in the supervised setting—as used in MERT

(Och, 2003) and those discussed in Section 2.6 on page 31.

One wishes to tune the parameters θ of some complex translation system δθ(x). The

function δθ, which translates Chinese x to English y, may have any form and need not

be probabilistic. For example, the parameters θ may define a scoring function along with

pruning and decoding heuristics for extracting a high-scoring translation y.
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‣ minimum imputed risk
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• Variational Decoding
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Figure 1.7: Relations among inference, decoding and training. Inference forms the
basis from which more sophisticated tasks like decoding and training can be performed.

tree) in the hypergraph, or the k most probable trees. On a probabilistic hypergraph, we
may also want to compute some expectations (e.g., expected translation length or feature
expectation).

To perform the above operations, we usually use some dynamic programming (DP) al-
gorithms. We can develop a dedicated program for each operation. For example, we may
use a variant of the well-known Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967) to find the Viterbi tree.
However, a more general framework to specify DP algorithms is semiring-weighted logic
programming (Pereira and Warren, 1983; Shieber et al., 1994; Goodman, 1999; Eisner,
Goldlust, and Smith, 2005; Lopez, 2009).6 Under this framework, to perform a different in-
ference task, we just need to use a different semiring while remaining other components in
the framework unchanged. Goodman (1999) describes many useful semirings (e.g., Viterbi
and k-best). While these semirings are mainly used in “testing” time, Eisner (2002) pro-
poses an expectation semiring (for an FSA), which can be used for computing expectations
that are useful for training (i.e., parameter estimation).

Our Contribution

We first extend the expectation semiring (Eisner, 2002), which is originally proposed
for a finite-state machine, to a hypergraph. We then propose a novel second-order expecta-
tion semiring, nicknamed the “variance semiring.”

The first-order expectation semiring allows us to efficiently compute a vector of first-
order statistics (expectations; first derivatives) on the set of paths in an FSA or the set
of trees in a hypergraph. The second-order expectation semiring additionally computes a
matrix of second-order statistics (expectations of products; second derivatives (Hessian);
derivatives of expectations).

We present details on how to compute many interesting quantities over the hypergraph
6 In a nutshell, a semiring is a set with two operations and two identities. We write K = �K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1�

for a semiring with elements K, additive operation ⊕, multiplicative operation ⊗, additive identity 0, and
multiplicative identity 1. As an example, the set of non-negative real numbers is a semiring �R∞0 ,+,×, 0, 1�.
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deterministic (Bishop, 2006). Stochastic techniques such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) sampling are exact in the limit of infinite runtime, but tend to be too slow for large

problems. By contrast, deterministic variational methods (Jordan, Ghahramani, Jaakkola,

and Saul, 1999), including message-passing such as belief propagation (Minka, 2005), are

inexact but scale up well. They approximate the original intractable distribution with one

that factorizes better or has a specific parametric form (e.g., Gaussian).

Examples of using these techniques to solve difficult machine translation problems in-

clude MCMC sampling for maximum a posterior decoding (and minimum Bayes risk de-

coding as well) (Arun, Dyer, Haddow, Blunsom, Lopez, and Koehn, 2009), and variational

inference for maximum a posterior decoding (Li, Eisner, and Khudanpur, 2009b). We will

describe the variational decoding in Chapter 6. Here we briefly review how to apply the

MCMC sampling for MT. In a nutshell, it uses a sampler (e.g., Gibbs) to draw some sam-

ple derivations from the hypergraph (that defines a probability distribution of derivations),

and then perform inference on the samples (instead of on the original hypergraph). For

example, we can find the Viterbi derivation in the samples, or compute some expectations

on the samples. This is quite similar to the idea of using a k-best to approximate the full

hypothesis space when performing inference (see Section 2.2.3). In particular, the samples

can be thought as a randomized k-best of derivations.

Examples of using approximate inference to solve NLP problems other than MT in-

cludes belief propagation for dependency parsing (Smith and Eisner, 2008) and for mor-

phology analysis (Dreyer and Eisner, 2009).

2.5 Decoding Methods over Hypergraphs

Given an input sentence x, an SMT system usually generates many possible transla-

tions y (along with the derivations d), which are encoded in a compact data structure like

hypergraph. However, an end user may be interested in only a single translation for the

input. So, the question is which one the system should produce to the user. This is the

decoding problem. In general, there are two kinds of decoding rules: maximum a posterior

or minimum Bayes risk, as we will describe below.

2.5.1 Maximum A Posterior (MAP) Decoding

The maximum a posteriori (MAP) decision rule is

y∗ = arg max
y

p(y | x) (2.6)

Under MAP, the goodness of a translation string y is its posterior probability p(y | x),
which we can obtain from p(d | x) by marginalizing out d. Therefore, the MAP decision

rule becomes

y∗ = argmax
y

�

d∈D(x,y)

p(d | x) (2.7)
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tions y (along with the derivations d), which are encoded in a compact data structure like

hypergraph. However, an end user may be interested in only a single translation for the

input. So, the question is which one the system should produce to the user. This is the

decoding problem. In general, there are two kinds of decoding rules: maximum a posterior

or minimum Bayes risk, as we will describe below.

2.5.1 Maximum A Posterior (MAP) Decoding

The maximum a posteriori (MAP) decision rule is

y∗ = arg max
y

p(y | x) (2.6)

Under MAP, the goodness of a translation string y is its posterior probability p(y | x),
which we can obtain from p(d | x) by marginalizing out d. Therefore, the MAP decision

rule becomes

y∗ = arg max
y

�

d∈D(x,y)

p(d | x) (2.7)
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• Hypergraph as Hypothesis Space
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Figure 1.7: Relations among inference, decoding and training. Inference forms the
basis from which more sophisticated tasks like decoding and training can be performed.

tree) in the hypergraph, or the k most probable trees. On a probabilistic hypergraph, we
may also want to compute some expectations (e.g., expected translation length or feature
expectation).

To perform the above operations, we usually use some dynamic programming (DP) al-
gorithms. We can develop a dedicated program for each operation. For example, we may
use a variant of the well-known Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967) to find the Viterbi tree.
However, a more general framework to specify DP algorithms is semiring-weighted logic
programming (Pereira and Warren, 1983; Shieber et al., 1994; Goodman, 1999; Eisner,
Goldlust, and Smith, 2005; Lopez, 2009).6 Under this framework, to perform a different in-
ference task, we just need to use a different semiring while remaining other components in
the framework unchanged. Goodman (1999) describes many useful semirings (e.g., Viterbi
and k-best). While these semirings are mainly used in “testing” time, Eisner (2002) pro-
poses an expectation semiring (for an FSA), which can be used for computing expectations
that are useful for training (i.e., parameter estimation).

Our Contribution

We first extend the expectation semiring (Eisner, 2002), which is originally proposed
for a finite-state machine, to a hypergraph. We then propose a novel second-order expecta-
tion semiring, nicknamed the “variance semiring.”

The first-order expectation semiring allows us to efficiently compute a vector of first-
order statistics (expectations; first derivatives) on the set of paths in an FSA or the set
of trees in a hypergraph. The second-order expectation semiring additionally computes a
matrix of second-order statistics (expectations of products; second derivatives (Hessian);
derivatives of expectations).

We present details on how to compute many interesting quantities over the hypergraph
6 In a nutshell, a semiring is a set with two operations and two identities. We write K = �K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1�

for a semiring with elements K, additive operation ⊕, multiplicative operation ⊗, additive identity 0, and
multiplicative identity 1. As an example, the set of non-negative real numbers is a semiring �R∞0 ,+,×, 0, 1�.
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Applications of Expectation Semirings: a Summary
Quantity ke kroot Final

Expectation �pe, pere� �Z, r� r/Z

Entropy re
def
= log pe, so ke = �pe, pe log pe� �Z, r� log Z − r/Z

Cross- �qe� �Zq� log Zq − r/Zpentropy re
def
= log qe, so ke = �pe, pe log qe� �Zp, r�

Bayes risk re
def
= Le, so ke = �pe, peLe� �Z, r� r/Z

First-order �pe,∇pe� �Z,∇Z� ∇Z
gradient

Covariance �pe, pere, pese, perese� �Z, r, s, t� t
Z − r sT

Z2
matrix

Hessian �pe,∇pe,∇pe,∇2pe� �Z,∇Z,∇Z,∇2Z� ∇2Z
matrix

Gradient of �pe, pere,∇pe, (∇pe)re + pe(∇re)� �Z, r,∇Z,∇r� Z∇r−r∇Z
Z2

expectation

Gradient of �pe, pe log pe,∇pe, (1 + log pe)∇pe� �Z, r,∇Z,∇r� ∇Z
Z − Z∇r−r∇Z

Z2entropy
Gradient of �pe, peLe,∇pe, Le∇pe� �Z, r,∇Z,∇r� Z∇r−r∇Z

Z2risk

Table 3.4: A summary table of the quantities that can be computed using first- and

second-order expectation semirings. For each quantity, the table specifies the weight
(i.e., ke) for each hyperedge e, the weight (i.e., kroot) returned at the root node after running
the inside algorithm of Figure 3.1 (or the inside-outside speedup of Figure 3.3), and the
final value we should use for the quantity. In the column of “Quantity”, we boldface those
quantities that are general, while the quantities not boldfaced are specific examples of the
general quantity above (e.g., entropy is an example of expectation). The form of pe and
∇pe depends on the particular parameterization of the model. For example, in a log-linear
model, pe

def
= ef(e)·θ and thus ∇pe = pef(e), where θ is a parameter vector and f(e) is a

feature vector depending on the hyperedge e.

To use a semiring to compute a quantity, we need to at least implement the inside algo-
rithm of Figure 3.1, which works for any semiring (including the expectation and variance
semirings). If we need to compute expectations and use the speed-up trick described in
Section 3.2, we also need to implement the outside algorithm of Figure 3.2 (which requires
the inside algorithm), and the inside-outside algorithm of Figure 3.3 (which will call both
the inside and outside algorithms as sub-routines).

In terms of semirings, if we do not use the inside-outside speedup, we need to imple-
ment the operations both for expectation semiring (see Table 3.1) and for variance semiring
(see Table 3.2). In contrast, if we use the speedup, we just need to implement the opera-
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• Unsupervised Discriminative Training

‣ minimum imputed risk

‣ contrastive language model estimation

• Variational Decoding

• First- and Second-order Expectation Semirings

Inference, Training and Decoding on Hypergraphs

(Li et al.,  ACL 2009)

(Li and Eisner, EMNLP 2009)

(In Preparation)

(In Preparation)
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My Other MT Research
• Training methods (supervised)

• Discriminative forest reranking with Perceptron 
(Li and Khudanpur, GALE book chapter 2009) 

• Discriminative n-gram language models
(Li and Khudanpur,  AMTA 2008)

• Algorithms

• Oracle extraction from hypergraphs 
(Li and Khudanpur,  NAACL 2009)

• Efficient intersection between n-gram LM and CFG 
(Li and Khudanpur,  ACL SSST 2008)

• Others
• System combination (Smith et al., GALE book chapter 2009)

• Unsupervised translation induction for Chinese 
abbreviations (Li and Yarowsky, ACL 2008)
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Research other than MT

• Information extraction

• Relation extraction between formal and informal 
phrases (Li and Yarowsky, EMNLP 2008)

• Spoken dialog management

• Optimal dialog in consumer-rating systems using 
a POMDP (Li et al.,  SIGDial 2008)
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Joshua project

• An open-source parsing-based MT toolkit (Li et al. 2009)

• support Hiero (Chiang, 2007) and SAMT (Venugopal et al., 2007) 

• Team members

• Zhifei Li, Chris Callison-Burch, Chris Dyer, Sanjeev Khudanpur, Wren 
Thornton, Jonathan Weese, Juri Ganitkevitch, Lane Schwartz, and Omar Zaidan

MT 
Decoder

Bilingual

Data

Translation 

Model

Monolingual

English

Language

Model

Training
Optimal 

Weights

Unseen 

Sentences

Translation 
Outputs

All the methods presented have been implemented in Joshua!

Only rely on word-aligner and SRI LM!
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Thank you!
XieXie!
谢谢!
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Decoding over a hypergraph

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X 0,4 the · · · cat X 0,4 a · · · mat

X 0,2 the · · · mat X 3,4 a · · · cat

X→�mao,a cat�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 X1�

X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 on X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 of X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1�
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Decoding over a hypergraph

Given a hypergraph of possible translations 
(generated for a given foreign sentence by already-trained model)
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Decoding over a hypergraph

Pick a single translation to output
(why not just pick the tree with the highest weight?)

Given a hypergraph of possible translations 
(generated for a given foreign sentence by already-trained model)
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Spurious Ambiguity 

• Statistical models in MT exhibit spurious 
ambiguity

• Many different derivations (e.g., trees or 
segmentations) generate the same translation string

• Tree-based MT systems

• derivation tree ambiguity 

• Regular phrase-based MT systems

• phrase segmentation ambiguity
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Spurious Ambiguity in Derivation Trees 
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Spurious Ambiguity in Derivation Trees 
机器  翻译  软件
jiqi fanyi yuanjian

machine translation software
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Spurious Ambiguity in Derivation Trees 
机器  翻译  软件

S->(机器, machine) S->(翻译, translation) S->(软件, software)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)
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机器  翻译  软件
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S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

S->(S0 翻译 S1, S0 translation S1)

• Same output: 
“machine translation software”

• Three different derivation trees

jiqi fanyi yuanjian
machine translation software

machine transfer software
Another translation:
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MAP,  Viterbi and N-best Approximations
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MAP,  Viterbi and N-best Approximations
• Exact MAP decoding

y∗ = arg max
y∈Trans(x)

p(y|x)

= arg max
y∈Trans(x)

�

d∈D(x,y)

p(y, d|x)
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Viterbi
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0.14

0.13

4-best 
crunching
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0.28

0.13
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red translation

blue translation

green translation

0.16
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.10

probabilityderivationtranslation 
string

MAP

MAP vs.  Approximations

0.28

0.28

0.44

Viterbi

0.16

0.14

0.13

4-best 
crunching

0.16

0.28

0.13

• Our goal:  develop an approximation that considers all the 
derivations but still allows tractable decoding

• Viterbi and crunching are efficient, but ignore most derivations
• Exact MAP decoding under spurious ambiguity is intractable on HG
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Variational Decoding
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Variational Decoding

Decoding using Variational approximation 

Decoding using a sentence-specific 
approximate distribution
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Variational Decoding for MT: an Overview
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Foreign 
sentence x SMT
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the foreign sentence
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Variational Decoding for MT: an Overview

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X 0,4 the · · · cat X 0,4 a · · · mat

X 0,2 the · · · mat X 3,4 a · · · cat

X→�mao,a cat�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 X1�

X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 on X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 of X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1�

Sentence-specific decoding

Foreign 
sentence x SMT

MAP decoding under P is 
intractable

p(y | x)

1 Generate a hypergraph for 
the foreign sentence

Three steps:

p(y, d | x)
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p(d | x)
Generate a hypergraph
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KL divergences under different variational models

• Larger n ==> better approximation q_n ==> 
smaller KL divergence from p

• The reduction of KL divergence happens 
mostly when switching from unigram to 
bigram 
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BLEU Results on Chinese-English 
NIST MT 2004 Tasks 

• variational decoding improves over Viterbi, MBR, and crunching

Decoding scheme BLEU
Viterbi 35.4
MBR (K=1000) 35.8
Crunching (N=10000) 35.7
Crunching+MBR (N=10000) 35.8
Variational (1to4gram+wp+vt) 36.6

(Kumar and Byrne, 2004)

New!

(May and Knight, 2006)
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Outline
• Hypergraph as Hypothesis Space

• Unsupervised Discriminative Training

‣ minimum imputed risk

‣ contrastive language model estimation

• Variational Decoding

• First- and Second-order Expectation Semirings

    atomic inference operations
(e.g., finding one-best, k-best or expectation, 
    inference can be exact or approximate)

decoding 
(e.g., mbr)

training 
(e.g., mert)

Figure 1.7: Relations among inference, decoding and training. Inference forms the
basis from which more sophisticated tasks like decoding and training can be performed.

tree) in the hypergraph, or the k most probable trees. On a probabilistic hypergraph, we
may also want to compute some expectations (e.g., expected translation length or feature
expectation).

To perform the above operations, we usually use some dynamic programming (DP) al-
gorithms. We can develop a dedicated program for each operation. For example, we may
use a variant of the well-known Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967) to find the Viterbi tree.
However, a more general framework to specify DP algorithms is semiring-weighted logic
programming (Pereira and Warren, 1983; Shieber et al., 1994; Goodman, 1999; Eisner,
Goldlust, and Smith, 2005; Lopez, 2009).6 Under this framework, to perform a different in-
ference task, we just need to use a different semiring while remaining other components in
the framework unchanged. Goodman (1999) describes many useful semirings (e.g., Viterbi
and k-best). While these semirings are mainly used in “testing” time, Eisner (2002) pro-
poses an expectation semiring (for an FSA), which can be used for computing expectations
that are useful for training (i.e., parameter estimation).

Our Contribution

We first extend the expectation semiring (Eisner, 2002), which is originally proposed
for a finite-state machine, to a hypergraph. We then propose a novel second-order expecta-
tion semiring, nicknamed the “variance semiring.”

The first-order expectation semiring allows us to efficiently compute a vector of first-
order statistics (expectations; first derivatives) on the set of paths in an FSA or the set
of trees in a hypergraph. The second-order expectation semiring additionally computes a
matrix of second-order statistics (expectations of products; second derivatives (Hessian);
derivatives of expectations).

We present details on how to compute many interesting quantities over the hypergraph
6 In a nutshell, a semiring is a set with two operations and two identities. We write K = �K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1�

for a semiring with elements K, additive operation ⊕, multiplicative operation ⊗, additive identity 0, and
multiplicative identity 1. As an example, the set of non-negative real numbers is a semiring �R∞0 ,+,×, 0, 1�.

12
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• First-order quantities: 
- expectation
  - entropy 
  - Bayes risk 
  - cross-entropy
  - KL divergence
  - feature expectations
- first-order gradient of Z

• Second-order quantities: 
- expectation over product
  - interaction between features
- Hessian matrix of Z
  - second-order gradient 
    descent
- gradient of expectation
   - gradient of entropy or
     Bayes risk

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X 0,4 the · · · cat X 0,4 a · · · mat

X 0,2 the · · · mat X 3,4 a · · · cat

X→�mao,a cat�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 X1�

X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 on X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 of X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1�Probabilistic 
Hypergraph

• “decoding” quantities: 
- Viterbi
- K-best
- Counting
- ......

A semiring framework to compute all of these
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‣ choose a semiring

‣ specify a weight for each hyperedge
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‣ choose a semiring

‣ specify a weight for each hyperedge

‣ run the inside algorithm
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• three steps:
• Semiring-weighted inside algorithm
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a set with plus and times operations

e.g., integer numbers with regular + and ×

each weight is a semiring member

complexity is O(hypergraph size)
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Semirings

• “Decoding” time semirings

• counting, Viterbi, K-best, etc.

• “Training” time semirings

• first-order expectation semirings

• second-order expectation semirings (new)

• Applications of the Semirings (new)

• entropy, risk, gradient of them, and many more

(Goodman, 1999)

(Eisner, 2002)
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‣ choose a semiring
counting semiring:  

            ordinary integers with
  regular + and x
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dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X 0,4 the · · · cat X 0,4 a · · · mat

X 0,2 the · · · mat X 3,4 a · · · cat

X→�mao,a cat�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 X1�

X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 on X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 of X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1�

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X→�mao,a cat�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 X1�

X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1�

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X→�mao,a cat�
X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

S→�X0,X0�

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X→�mao,a cat�
X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 on X0� X→�X0 de X1,X1 of X0�

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X→�mao,a cat�
X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

S→�X0,X0�

the mat a cat

a cat on the mat a cat of the mat

the mat ’s a cat

p=2/8

p=1/8

p=3/8

p=2/8
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a cat on the mat a cat of the mat
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expected translation length?
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X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

S→�X0,X0�

the mat a cat

a cat on the mat a cat of the mat

the mat ’s a cat

expected translation length?

4

5

5

5
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p=2/8
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the mat a cat
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expected translation length?
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dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X 0,4 the · · · cat X 0,4 a · · · mat

X 0,2 the · · · mat X 3,4 a · · · cat

X→�mao,a cat�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 X1�

X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 on X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 of X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1�
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X→�X0 de X1,X0 X1�

X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1�

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X→�mao,a cat�
X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

S→�X0,X0�

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X→�mao,a cat�
X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 on X0� X→�X0 de X1,X1 of X0�

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X→�mao,a cat�
X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

S→�X0,X0�

the mat a cat

a cat on the mat a cat of the mat

the mat ’s a cat

expected translation length?
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5
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variance?
2/8×(4-4.75)^2	 +	 6/8×(5-4.75)^2	 ≈	 0.19
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First- and Second-order Expectation Semirings

�p, r�• each member is a 2-tuple:

• each member is a 4-tuple:

�p1, r1, s1, t1� ⊗ �p2, r2, s2, t2� �p1p2, p1r2 + p2r1, p1s2 + p2s1,
p1t2 + p2t1 + r1s2 + r2s1�

�p1, r1, s1, t1� ⊕ �p2, r2, s2, t2� �p1 + p2, r1 + r2, s1 + s2, t1 + t2�

�p, r, s, t�

First-order:

Second-order:

�p1, r1� ⊗ �p2, r2� �p1p2, p1r2 + p2r1�
�p1, r1� ⊕ �p2, r2� �p1 + p2, r1 + r2�

(Eisner, 2002)
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dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

v3
v4

v2

v5

e2

e6e5

e4

e7 e8

v3

e3

v4

v1 v2

v5

e1 e2

e6e5

e4

e7 e8

ke=1
k(v1)= k(e1) k(v2)= k(e2)

k(v5)= k(e7)      k(v3)        k(e8)       k(v4)⊕⊗ ⊗
k(v4)= k(e5)      k(v1)      k(v2)        k(e6)       k(v1)      k(v2)⊕⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗
k(v3)= k(e3)      k(v1)      k(v2)        k(e4)       k(v1)      k(v2)⊕⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗

k(v5)=〈8,	 4.75〉

k(v4)=〈1,	 2〉k(v3)=〈0,	 1〉

k(v2)=〈1,	 2〉
k(v1)=〈1,	 2〉

〈1,	 2〉 〈1,	 2〉

〈2,	 0〉
〈3,	 3〉

〈1,	 1〉〈2,	 2〉

〈1,	 0〉 〈1,	 0〉

First-order:
each semiring member 
is a 2-tuple

Fake 
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dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

v3
v4

v2

v5

e2

e6e5

e4

e7 e8

v3

e3

v4

v1 v2

v5

e1 e2

e6e5

e4

e7 e8

ke=1
k(v1)= k(e1) k(v2)= k(e2)

k(v5)= k(e7)      k(v3)        k(e8)       k(v4)⊕⊗ ⊗
k(v4)= k(e5)      k(v1)      k(v2)        k(e6)       k(v1)      k(v2)⊕⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗
k(v3)= k(e3)      k(v1)      k(v2)        k(e4)       k(v1)      k(v2)⊕⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗

〈1,2,2,4〉

〈2,0,0,0〉
〈3,3,3,3〉

〈1,1,1,1〉
〈2,2,2,2〉

〈1,	 0,0,0〉 〈1,0,0,0〉

〈1,2,2,4〉

k(v5)=〈8,4.5,4.5,5〉

k(v4)=〈1,2,1,3〉k(v3)=〈1,1,1,1〉

k(v2)=〈1,2,2,4〉k(v1)=〈1,2,2,4〉

Second-order:
each semiring member 
is a 4-tuple
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dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

v3
v4

v2

v5

e2

e6e5

e4

e7 e8

v3

e3

v4

v1 v2

v5

e1 e2

e6e5

e4

e7 e8

ke=1
k(v1)= k(e1) k(v2)= k(e2)

k(v5)= k(e7)      k(v3)        k(e8)       k(v4)⊕⊗ ⊗
k(v4)= k(e5)      k(v1)      k(v2)        k(e6)       k(v1)      k(v2)⊕⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗
k(v3)= k(e3)      k(v1)      k(v2)        k(e4)       k(v1)      k(v2)⊕⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗

〈1,2,2,4〉

〈2,0,0,0〉
〈3,3,3,3〉

〈1,1,1,1〉
〈2,2,2,2〉

〈1,	 0,0,0〉 〈1,0,0,0〉

〈1,2,2,4〉

k(v5)=〈8,4.5,4.5,5〉

k(v4)=〈1,2,1,3〉k(v3)=〈1,1,1,1〉

k(v2)=〈1,2,2,4〉k(v1)=〈1,2,2,4〉

Second-order:
each semiring member 
is a 4-tuple

Fake 
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Expectations on Hypergraphs
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Expectations on Hypergraphs
• Expectation over a hypergraph
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Expectations on Hypergraphs

• r(d) is a function over a derivation d

• Expectation over a hypergraph

e.g., the length of the translation yielded by d

r
def= Ep[r] =

�

d∈HG

p(d)r(d)
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Expectations on Hypergraphs

• r(d) is a function over a derivation d

• Expectation over a hypergraph

e.g., the length of the translation yielded by d

r
def= Ep[r] =

�

d∈HG

p(d)r(d)

exponential size
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Expectations on Hypergraphs

r(d) def=
�

e∈d

re

• r(d) is a function over a derivation d

• Expectation over a hypergraph

e.g., translation length is additively decomposed!

• r(d) is additively decomposed

e.g., the length of the translation yielded by d

r
def= Ep[r] =

�

d∈HG

p(d)r(d)

exponential size

87



Second-order Expectations on Hypergraphs

r(d) def=
�

e∈d

re

• r and s are additively decomposed

• Expectation of products over a hypergraph

s(d) def=
�

e∈d

se

r and s can be identical or different functions.

t
def= Ep[r · s] =

�

d∈HG

p(d)r(d)s(d)

exponential size
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Compute expectation using expectation semiring:
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Compute expectation using expectation semiring:

ke
def= �pe, pere�

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?
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Compute expectation using expectation semiring:

re
def= log pe

Why?

ke
def= �pe, pere�

entropy is an expectation

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

H(p) = Ep[− log p] = −
�

d∈HG

p(d) log p(d)

89



Compute expectation using expectation semiring:

re
def= log pe

Why?

ke
def= �pe, pere�

entropy is an expectation

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

H(p) = Ep[− log p] = −
�

d∈HG

p(d) log p(d)

log p(d) is additively decomposed!
89



Why?

ke
def= �pe, pere�

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

Cross-entropy: re
def= log qe

re
def= log pe

Compute expectation using expectation semiring:
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Why?

ke
def= �pe, pere�

cross-entropy is an expectation

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

Cross-entropy: re
def= log qe

re
def= log pe

Compute expectation using expectation semiring:
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Why?

ke
def= �pe, pere�

cross-entropy is an expectation

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

Cross-entropy: re
def= log qe

H(p, q) = Ep(− log q) = −
�

d∈HG

p(d) log q(d)

re
def= log pe

Compute expectation using expectation semiring:
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Why?

ke
def= �pe, pere�

cross-entropy is an expectation

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

Cross-entropy: re
def= log qe

H(p, q) = Ep(− log q) = −
�

d∈HG

p(d) log q(d)

re
def= log pe

log q(d) is additively decomposed!

Compute expectation using expectation semiring:
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Why?

ke
def= �pe, pere�

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

Cross-entropy: re
def= log qe

re
def= loss at edge eBayes risk:

re
def= log pe

Compute expectation using expectation semiring:
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Why?

ke
def= �pe, pere�

Bayes risk is an expectation

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

Cross-entropy: re
def= log qe

re
def= loss at edge eBayes risk:

re
def= log pe

Compute expectation using expectation semiring:
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Why?

ke
def= �pe, pere�

Bayes risk is an expectation

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

Cross-entropy: re
def= log qe

re
def= loss at edge eBayes risk:

re
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def= �pe, pere�

Bayes risk is an expectation

Entropy:

pe : transition probability or log-linear score at edge e   
re ?

Cross-entropy: re
def= log qe

re
def= loss at edge eBayes risk:

(Tromble et al. 2008)

re
def= log pe

L(Y(d)) is additively decomposed!

Risk = Ep(L) = −
�

d∈HG

p(d) · L(Y (d))

Compute expectation using expectation semiring:
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Applications of Expectation Semirings: a Summary
Quantity ke kroot Final

Expectation �pe, pere� �Z, r� r/Z

Entropy re
def
= log pe, so ke = �pe, pe log pe� �Z, r� log Z − r/Z

Cross- �qe� �Zq� log Zq − r/Zpentropy re
def
= log qe, so ke = �pe, pe log qe� �Zp, r�

Bayes risk re
def
= Le, so ke = �pe, peLe� �Z, r� r/Z

First-order �pe,∇pe� �Z,∇Z� ∇Z
gradient

Covariance �pe, pere, pese, perese� �Z, r, s, t� t
Z − r sT

Z2
matrix

Hessian �pe,∇pe,∇pe,∇2pe� �Z,∇Z,∇Z,∇2Z� ∇2Z
matrix

Gradient of �pe, pere,∇pe, (∇pe)re + pe(∇re)� �Z, r,∇Z,∇r� Z∇r−r∇Z
Z2

expectation

Gradient of �pe, pe log pe,∇pe, (1 + log pe)∇pe� �Z, r,∇Z,∇r� ∇Z
Z − Z∇r−r∇Z

Z2entropy
Gradient of �pe, peLe,∇pe, Le∇pe� �Z, r,∇Z,∇r� Z∇r−r∇Z

Z2risk

Table 3.4: A summary table of the quantities that can be computed using first- and

second-order expectation semirings. For each quantity, the table specifies the weight
(i.e., ke) for each hyperedge e, the weight (i.e., kroot) returned at the root node after running
the inside algorithm of Figure 3.1 (or the inside-outside speedup of Figure 3.3), and the
final value we should use for the quantity. In the column of “Quantity”, we boldface those
quantities that are general, while the quantities not boldfaced are specific examples of the
general quantity above (e.g., entropy is an example of expectation). The form of pe and
∇pe depends on the particular parameterization of the model. For example, in a log-linear
model, pe

def
= ef(e)·θ and thus ∇pe = pef(e), where θ is a parameter vector and f(e) is a

feature vector depending on the hyperedge e.

To use a semiring to compute a quantity, we need to at least implement the inside algo-
rithm of Figure 3.1, which works for any semiring (including the expectation and variance
semirings). If we need to compute expectations and use the speed-up trick described in
Section 3.2, we also need to implement the outside algorithm of Figure 3.2 (which requires
the inside algorithm), and the inside-outside algorithm of Figure 3.3 (which will call both
the inside and outside algorithms as sub-routines).

In terms of semirings, if we do not use the inside-outside speedup, we need to imple-
ment the operations both for expectation semiring (see Table 3.1) and for variance semiring
(see Table 3.2). In contrast, if we use the speedup, we just need to implement the opera-
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• First-order quantities: 
- expectation
  - entropy 
  - Bayes risk 
  - cross-entropy
  - KL divergence
  - feature expectations
- first-order gradient of Z

• Second-order quantities: 
- Expectation over product
  - interaction between features
- Hessian matrix of Z
  - second-order gradient 
    descent
- gradient of expectation
   - gradient of entropy or
     Bayes risk

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X 0,4 the · · · cat X 0,4 a · · · mat

X 0,2 the · · · mat X 3,4 a · · · cat

X→�mao,a cat�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 X1�

X→�dianzi shang, the mat�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 on X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X1 of X0�

S→�X0,X0�

X→�X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1�Probabilistic 
Hypergraph

• “decoding” quantities: 
- Viterbi
- K-best
- Counting
- ......

A semiring framework to compute all of these
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